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HarperCollins. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Aliki (illustrator). Paperback. 40 pages. Dimensions:
10.8in. x 8.9in. x 0.1in.Welcome to the Zoo. . . How would you like to travel from a tropical rain forest
to the African plains, and down into a deep canyon all in one day Then get ready for a wild trip to
the zoo and up close look at all kinds of animals! See snow leopards lurking on a ledge, zebras and
ostriches running across the open plains, and a tiger splashing in a stream. Find out everything-from what elephants roll in after their baths to which bird might laugh at your jokes. Come take a
visit to an amazing zoo!Imagine traveling from a lush tropical rain forest, to a deep and mysterious
canyon, to the wide-open African plainsall in one day! In this tour of a modern-day zoo, visitors get
to see how animals really live. Theyll learn everything from what elephants like to roll around in
after their baths to whats being done to preserve wildlife. Written and illustrated by the inimitable
Aliki, this successor to the highly popular titles My Visit to the Dinosaurs and My Visit to the Aquarium
is one of the best...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in read easier to recognize. It is actually writter in basic phrases and not di icult to understand. You can expect to like just
how the author compose this book.
-- Ca milla K ub
These kinds of pdf is the greatest ebook readily available. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life
period will be change when you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Dock Hodkiewicz
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